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Next we check for linearity in the continuous covariates, which are LWT

and AGE. AGE is not significantly associated with BWT (P = 0.91), so we

consider only linearity in LWT. We create three dummy variables, LWT2,

LWT3, and LWT4, each coded 0 or 1, indicating whether LWT is in the sec-

ond, third, or fourth quartile, respectively. LWT in the first quartile is the

reference category, given by LWT2 = LWT3 = LWT4 = 0. We refit the

regression model from Table 4.18 but with LWT2, LWT3, and LWT4

instead of LWT. If the relationship between BWT and LWT is linear, we expect

the estimated coefficients to increase (or decrease) evenly, however, we

must also consider the confidence intervals, because the precision of the

estimates may be low (see further discussion in Section 4.8.3). Table 4.19

displays the results for the three dummy variables only. All three estimated

coefficients are similar and significantly different from zero. We interpret

this as an increase in birth weight when weight of the mother increases

from first to second quartile. A further increase in weight of the mother has

no additional effect on birth weight. There is thus some evidence of a non-

linear relationship between LWT and BWT. Section 4.7 on fractional poly-

nomial regression will consider this issue in more detail.

At this point we consider the interactions of biological interest. The only

continuous covariates are LWT and AGE, and the interaction between

them is not significant (P = 0.36) in a model with only LWT, AGE, and

LWT·AGE. Note that if we have more than one candidate interaction term,

we would add one term at a time into the regression model.

Before we name this the final model, we have to discuss its goodness-of-

fit: how well do the fitted values – the values predicted by the model – agree

with the observed values. This is the topic of the next section.

Table 4.19 Results of fitting a linear regression model of BWT on LWT2, LWT3, 
LWT4, AGE, RACE, SMOKE, and PTLD, n = 189. Only the results for LWT2, 
LWT3, and LWT4 are shown.

Variable Estimate SE t P 95% CI

LWT2 341 141 2.42 0.017 (62.6, 619)

LWT3 279 141 1.98 0.050 (0.44, 558)

LWT4 289 144 2.01 0.046 (5.21, 573)
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